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LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT & CEO

Dear Friends,

Welcome to Common Ground’s 2020-2021 Annual Report. It has been another year of managing through the pandemic. Common Ground has continued to provide excellent and compassionate services to those in crisis and is uniquely positioned to do even more.

While the shootings in Oxford did not occur during the 2020-2021 fiscal year, I want to share an update on our efforts. Common Ground was proud to be a part of a community-wide effort, led by Oakland Community Health Network, in providing support for the students, teachers and families impacted by this tragedy. Common Ground was on site within hours of the shootings and continued to meet with individuals for several weeks. We have been asked by the State of Michigan to open a Resiliency Center in Oxford to provide a place for those needing counseling and other services related to this horrible event.

In this report, we will provide an update on our plans to add a Behavioral Health Urgent Care program to our community. This has been a major focus for us this year. We will be opening virtually this spring with a physical location to follow in the fall, and we look forward to serving many more people.

You will read about our efforts to support victims of human trafficking: a profile of a long-time volunteer and we will also share some highlights from our 50th Anniversary celebration. The actual anniversary was in June, so technically we are still celebrating.

Common Ground again enjoyed a solid financial performance, and we thank you, our donors, for your support. Our ability to provide services when and where they are needed depends on people who believe in our mission. Thank you for helping us help others move from crisis to hope.

Heather Rae
PRESIDENT & CEO

RESPONDING TO OXFORD

Common Ground was honored to participate in the community-wide interagency crisis response to the November 30, 2022, Oxford High School shooting.

Hours after the shooting, Common Ground had two advocates in Oxford High School, supporting the front-line high school teachers and administrators late into the evening, who were required to stay and participate in the police investigation. For the next several weeks, Common Ground Advocates, Therapists, Crisis Responders and Nurses answered the call of Oakland Community Health Network organizers and spent a collective 144 hours supporting the Oxford community at planned events. Furthermore, Common Ground management worked countless hours behind the scenes to collaborate with community partners. Hotline workers on both the Resource and Crisis Helpline and MiCAL increased normal staffing patterns to ensure full hotline coverage in case of a surge in outreach. Additionally, internal systems were set up to provide daily support sessions to Common Ground workers to debrief on their difficult and emotional experience in Oxford.

After months of initial crisis response, the Oxford community, along with county and state supporters were ready to move into a new phase of long-term support, with the knowledge that healing from a mass violence event takes years. Common Ground was asked by the State of Michigan Department of Health and Human Services and by the Federal Office of Victims of Crime to establish an Oxford Resiliency Center that could offer long-term healing to anyone impacted by the tragic event.

Funded by The State of Michigan through a grant by the Federal Antiterrorism and Emergency Assistance Program, Common Ground will manage “All for Oxford” Resiliency Center, which will be a welcoming place where people feel comfortable connecting with others while finding appropriate services to assist in the healing process.

Importantly, the creation of All for Oxford is being guided by the Oxford Community, for the Oxford community. Our center is devoted to promoting mental and emotional wellbeing by providing opportunities for people to come together, find support, restore the community’s sense of safety and security, and help each other heal.

Heather Rae
PRESIDENT & CEO
COMING SOON! BEHAVIORAL HEALTH URGENT CARE (BHUC)

It is widely known that the lack of behavioral health crisis services and access to ongoing psychiatric care is a national issue, which is exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. When people must wait for a psychiatric care appointment, often for weeks, they get sicker and have no choice but to go to a hospital emergency department for immediate psychiatric help or suffer at home.

As Common Ground has done for 50 years, we are listening to our community’s call for behavioral health urgent care that is ‘on-demand’, meaning that when you have an urgent behavioral health care need, such as crisis therapy or psychiatry, you can get help day or night regardless of the type of insurance you have. The concept is like medical urgent care, which is all around us and provides care before the person’s condition gets worse, requiring a trip to a hospital emergency department.

We are very excited that the Common Ground Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC) will open through a telehealth platform at the end of April 2022. The virtual BHUC will offer the convenience of crisis therapy, psychiatric evaluation and prescription medicines, if needed, without waiting for an appointment or needing transportation.

Mai (My) Kazakos-Resh is a part-time crisis specialist for MiCAL (the Michigan Crisis and Access Line). This is Mai’s second time working for Common Ground. She started volunteering in 1971, while still in high school. Mai found the work rewarding and continued to volunteer during her first two years at the University of Michigan. After graduation and completion of her graduate work, Mai’s career took off. She has held leadership positions as a Chief Technology Officer and Chief Operating Officer.

Shortly after she retired, she received a call from Common Ground about coming back to work on the crisis line. We had the opportunity to speak with Mai about her experience:

How has Common Ground changed since 1971?
The focus in the 1970’s was mostly on drug use, whereas today’s callers cover a much wider spectrum of issues most dealing with mental health. I would also say the agency has changed. It feels so much larger and business-like. One thing that hasn’t changed is the amount and intensity of the training.

What drives you to do this work?
My parents immigrated to this country and become lawyers. They brought with them a strong work ethic, a commitment to their community and desire to give back. They instilled that in me. I would also say that I love crisis work!

What should people know about Common Ground?
We are there (in people’s lives) when no one else is. It is important work and we do make a difference!

MOTIVE’s mission statement is as follows:
Our MOTIVE is to provide a survivor centered approach to help those escape exploitation, provide individualized support towards recovery and investigate those responsible.

What does this mean in action? After signing a Memorandum of Understanding between Madison Heights Police Department and Common Ground in July 2021, a human trafficking advocate from Common Ground now works directly within the police department’s special investigation unit. By combining the resources of these two agencies, MOTIVE provides immediate on-site assistance to survivors of human trafficking in southeast Michigan and beyond. MOTIVE combines expertise in investigations, advocacy, intelligence and outreach to pursue impactful joint operations in this discipline.

A SURVIVOR-CENTERED RESPONSE TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING

WRITTEN BY: ALLIE MERCER

Human Trafficking is prevalent in Oakland County and beyond, and government and non-profit organizations, including Common Ground, have been working to fight the crimes and support its victims.

The creation of a Human Trafficking Unit within the Oakland County Prosecutors Office in January 2021 was an important step toward using innovative methods for fighting this crime. Among others, the Madison Heights Police Department Special Investigation Unit has brought an impressive number of cases to the unit. Many of these victims were then referred to Common Ground’s Victim Assistance Program for Human Trafficking. This chain of collaboration led to the creation of a direct collaboration that is now known as Michigan Ops Team Investigating Violent Exploitation (MOTIVE).

MOTIVE’s mission statement is as follows:
Our MOTIVE is to provide a survivor centered approach to help those escape exploitation, provide individualized support towards recovery and investigate those responsible.

About the author:
Allison Mercer has worked in victim advocacy for five years and has been at Common Ground since December 2019. She obtained a Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice and Sociology from Oakland University along with a Master of Science in Law Enforcement Intelligence and Analysis from Michigan State University. She recently completed an internship through the U.S. Department of Probation, Eastern District of Michigan. Allison is an experienced Victim Advocate with a demonstrated history of working with Human Trafficking, Child Abuse/Neglect, Sexual Assault, Trauma and Foster Care.
Staff, guests and volunteers gathered at M1 Concourse in Pontiac in October to celebrate Common Ground’s 50th year of helping those in need. Over the years, we have helped more than 1.5 million people move from crisis to hope! Through the generous support of sponsors and donors, the event raised funds that got us closer to our goal of providing Behavioral Health Urgent Care to the community.

Guests enjoyed an evening of thrill rides around the M1 racetrack in sports cars driven by professional drivers. They also experienced a strolling dinner, musical entertainment and a special 50th anniversary program. Evrod Cassimy, WDIV morning anchor, emceed the program, which featured a moving speech by Kate Richards, Oakland County native and mental health advocate, as well as presentation of the inaugural Kay White Legacy Award to Kay White, current Common Ground Board of Trustees Chair, by Common Ground President & CEO Heather Rae.

Many thanks to our generous sponsors including the Mental Illness Resource Association (MIRA), Beaumont, Great Lakes Wine & Spirits, AVL Creative, Blue Cross Complete of Michigan, Hearst Autos, the Hour Detroit, ITC, Planning Alternatives, Vella Strategic Philanthropy Group, Versalta, the Harold and Marion Gordon Foundation, Kay White, Glidden and Kreitsch Wealth Management and Amy and David Wood, M.D. We also received congratulatory messages from community leaders throughout the state including Governor Gretchen Whitmer, Oakland County Executive David Coulter, and Oakland County Sheriff Michael Bouchard.

Common Ground will be adding Behavioral Health Urgent Care to the crisis continuum. The Common Ground Board of Trustees felt they needed to make a statement to potential funders, partners, and the community about their commitment to the project. Initiated by Dr. David and Amy Wood, the Board has contributed more than $70,000 to the project! Every Board member made a pledge and has fulfilled that pledge. This support has made an incredible impact on the project and really helped the fundraising campaign reach its goal of $1.2 million.

50th Anniversary Committee Members:

Julie Aronica
Brenda Baker-Mbacke
Melissa Bowman
Marjorie DeCapite
Nicole Gize
Amanda Hamilton
Jeffrey Kapuscinski
Kirsten Kelly
Vickie Kennedy
Betz King
Elizabeth King
Sharon McMurray
Cathy McNamara, Event Chair
Chris Ruen
Stephanie Saville
Colette Stimmell
Kathy Walgren, Committee Chair
Kay White
Amy Wood
COMMON GROUND BY THE NUMBERS

50 years ago Common Ground was founded in 1971 by a group of students, parents and community leaders who were concerned about an increase in substance abuse and suicide among young people.

#1 largest crisis center in Michigan.

$18 million in revenues during our last fiscal year.

50% growth in the last 5 years.

315 employees throughout Michigan.

8,477 volunteer hours during our last fiscal year.

549 donors giving annually.

90% of all fundraising goes towards programs to help move people from crisis to hope.

24 hours a day 365 days a year we are here to help people in crisis.

2020-2021 VOLUNTEERS

Stephen Applegate
Julia Aronica
Jonah Benson
Jeremy Berkowitz
Russ Bollinger
Mary Bonds
Katie Bressette
Kate Brow
Lisa Brown
Anna Burns
Keyanna Burns
Don Campbell
Judy Christie
Dawn Clark
Alana Costew
Caitlyn Crowel
Virginia Czajka
Lyle Dalihberg
Jenny DeBoer
Carl DeBoer
Megan Dietrich
Kristen Dolecki
Danielle Duclos
Angela Evanoff
Kristen Ewald
Fred Fechheimer
Maya Ferguson
Oneil Franso
Laura Gemellaro
Amanda Hamilton
Jamie Hope, M.D.
Art Ingraham
Wenping Jiang
Kent Johnson
Terri Jozefiak
Jessica Keesling
Jack Kim
Amanda Klimek
Grant Kopfeld

Melissa Krot
Philip Kryszinski
Dr. Rhonda Laurencelle
Mary Lefurgy
Glenn Liebowitz
Sara Majoros
Lisa Mason
Beth McCune (Gibbons)
Cathy McNamara
Daksh Mehta
Jordan Miller
Greg Moore
April Morris
Charles Morris
Regina Murray
Cathy Nelson
Tawana Nettles-Robinson
Vivi Nguyen
Gwen Prais
Anshul Puli
Megan Rasaih
Jim Reinhart
Gary Robb
Christine Ruen
Erin Schilt
Maya Schumacher
Zahraa Selkawi
Mike Shihadeh
Barbara Shoottz
Matthew Silvasi
Addison Stanley
Colette Stimmell
Pam Theisen
John Touhey
Amina Vanderhyde
Noel Villajuan
Kathy Walgren
Colin Westphal
Kay White
IN MEMORIAM

Remembering Robert Ancell
Diane Sasson

Remembering Raymond Autos
Marilyn Barnes

Remembering Samantha Bacevicius
Colleen Millen

Remembering Timothy A. Brown
Marcia K. Harrington
Amy Poirier

Remembering Mark Byszkwski
Sylvia Stube

Remembering Ellen Cale
Douglas A. Cale

Remembering Eric Arthur Devine
Cynthia Acheson
Fabrizia Begozzi
Lindsay Beras
Elyse Berry
Margaret and David Bronder
Frank Caratozzolo
Caryn Cardieri
Ed and Anne Dziuba
Elena Egers
Betsy J Enault
Stephanie Finland
Caillen and Jason Goldstick
Gail Granett
Loretta and John Harris
Janice Korstange
Matthew and Diana Kozlowski
Honorable James Lacey
Cynthia Longthway
Erin and Michael Lyons
Tim and Anita McCabe
Sandra Mielcarek
Jeanne and Ron Miterko
Borini Mittelstadt
Catherine Nelson
Ally and Ted Olds
Barbara Oppewall
Tamis PCicione
Ties and Margaret Price
Colleen Ronayne
Jeff Spencer
Sandra Spencer and Walter Palmer
John and Sandra Stroh
Richard and Deborah Stamp
Kaitlin Taylor
Renée Tull
Dawn Wallace
Eva Watt
Barb and Bill Wertemeier
Mike and Nancy West

Remembering Garrett Halas
Kathy and Dave Robe

Remembering Loree Handelman
Valerie Trivax

Remembering Jeremy Hodgson
Donna Hodgson
Julia Hodgson
Ray and Karen Kalinowski

Remembering Stuart Hyke
Andra and Robert Stewart

Remembering Robert Blake Johnson
Jann Deveraux

Remembering Brian Lafferty
William and Irene Anderson
Colleen Gasvildes
Brian Miller
Sara Parrow-Grenier

Remembering George McCoy
Kevon Peterson

Remembering George Meyer
Elaine and Bowden Brown
Margaret and Robert Burch
Gary Dembs and Jan Weiss Dembs
Janet Gumenick
Elizabeth Heid
Catherine and Michael McNamara
Jackie Ong
Tina Roweley
Whitney and Ned Sale
Stephanie Saville

Remembering Bernice Michlin
Carmenia Colbert

Remembering Zachary Scott Raider
Randy and Randy Waters
Jerome and Gail Beale
Karen Berger
Aviva Berlin Surugeon
Fred and Edith Chames
Alex, Andy, Noah, Genevieve, John, and Ben
Citrin Singer-Ray
Dr. and Mr. Shari and Eric Dobrusin
Michele and Brian Elias
Brendan Flatow
Ronald Foon
Meredit Frenkel
Walter and Mary Gajewski
Todd Gesund
Eden Glasser
Robyn, Kirk, Alex and Brad Gold
Aaron Goldner
Janet Gumenick
Debra Harwood
Ruth Hurvitz
Carol Parvon Hutter
Maddi Ishbia
The Jakson Family
Ricky and Carol Kaczzander
Susie Kamen
Shari Langwald
Carol and Alan Lederman
Val Murray
Anaisa Olesky

Daniel and Peggy Patler
Alisa Peskin Shepherd
Annette Reicht
Charles Richardson
Neal and Cindie Rosenthal
Edna Rubin
Pavlina Salzeder
Laurel Selik and Eric Roth and Nancy Selik
Kay Selik
Janice and Martin Stoneman
Ronae Thibeault
Lori Wais

Remembering Mary Saraio Ratanasamy
Andrew Xavier

Remembering Albert Resnick
Barbara and Stan Berndh
Fred A. Cummins
Robin and Paul Ehrmann
Gary and Margaret Lincoln
Earl and Jackie Remer
Mary and Burt Schwartz

Remembering Raquel Ross
Andreat Ross

Remembering Tony Rothschild
Catherine and Michael McNamara
Marguerite Schervish
Moni Scott
Dean and Anne Sousanis
Kenneth Whipple
Dian and Bob Wilkins

Remembering Chance Stephenson
Kathleen and Jon Walgren

Remembering Thomas Fritz Strech
Caprice Aerts and Friends

Remembering Dr. David Sussen
Susie and Patty Gottlieb/Jehovah

Remembering Gregory Lavern Taylor
Gary Wenchak

Remembering David Tokman
Ryan Weiner

Remembering Rebekah Warnick
Andrew Offenbacher

Remembering Cody Whitehead
Central Admin Staff

Remembering Steven Wilkerson
Heather Burke

Remembering Robin Winsiewski
Mark and Patricia Winsiewski

Legacy Society Benefactors
Howard and Nina Andrews
Beatrice & Raymond Paul Foundation
Beamount Foundation
City of Farmington Hills
Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Donald and Esther Simon Foundation
Fred Fechermeier
Fiber Memorial Charitable Trust
First Presbyterian Church of Birmingham Deacon - Fund
The Jewish Fund
Kemp, Kirk, Umprey, Endelmann & May Foundation
Loomis, Sayles & Company, LLC
Steve and Sara Majors
Rita Margherio
The Mental Health Research Association
Meyer & Anna Prentis Family Foundation
Mind Over Matter Foundation
Molinello Family Foundation
PNF Foundation
Rochester High School
Barbara Rubin
Ed Snyder
Stoney Creek High School
United Way For Southeastern Michigan
Kay White
Bert Whitehead
Dr. and Mrs. David and Amy Wood
The Young Foundation

Legacy Society Patrons
Albert and Doris Pitkin Foundation
Robert and Elaine Appel
Arts Beets & Eats Foundation
Blue Cross Complete of Michigan
Susan and Don Campbell
Heart Support Services
John D. and E. Jean Dan Foundation
Knudson Family Fund
Kathleen and Michael McNamara
Michigan Real Estate Masterminds
Oakland Gymnastics Club
Planning Alternatives
Versa Technology Solutions Inc.

Legacy Society Leaders
Tom and Gretchen Anderson
Julia Aronica
Richard Astrein
Bank of Ann Arbor
The Bensity Community Impact Fund
The Bloomingfield Hills Optimist Club
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
Matthew and Kathryn Bressette
Brian Miller Full Moon Charity
Elliot and Anne Broderick
Douglas A. Cole
John and Joanne Carter
Martha Cassell
Christ to the Redeemer Catholic Church
City of Birmingham
Clarkston United Methodist Church
Jo Ann Cloes

Cartronia Colbert
Michael and Jan Corrigan
Ian Coster
Lyle and Peggy Dahlberg
Jane Dallas
Charles and Linelefte Dare
Julia Dawson
Marjorie DeCapite
Jennifer DeGregorio
Deloitte
Gary and Jan Weiss Deems
Dr. and Mr. Shari and Eric Dobrusin
Encore Commercial Products
Love, Legacy & Company, LLC
Steve and Carol Gates
Dra. Kyle Glasgow and Botz King
Amanda Hamilton
Jared and Lisa Hannah
Frank and Lori Horton
Jewish Community Foundation - San Diego
Doreen Kajjimire
Keith Klacvek
Jerry and Sharon Kropow
Susan Deschitz Kropow
Rhein and Vickie Krigner
Bruce Liebowitz
Lisa Mason
Judith Majoros
Erin Melieren
Tim and Anita McCabe
Sharon McMurray-Wirtz and David Wirtz
Drew and Chris McShea
Tawnya Netlines- Robinson
North Congregational Church
D. David Pippel
Julie Reed
RIM Industries
Julie and John Roberts
Laura and Tom Romito
Shaun Sulyshuk
Beverly Siegel
St. Annetia Catholic Church
St. Elizabeth Ann Seten Catholic Church
Rebecca Visic
Xypex Club of Farmington and Farmington Hills
Your Cause, LLC
Isabella Yezman
Cathleen S. Zepelin

Andrew Xavier
Paul Zlotoff

Legacy Society Sustainers
Caprice Aerts and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bacilaare
Patricia Attly
Dr. and Mrs. Jack and Susan Baker
Philip R. Bacilaare
Hilarie Chambers
Glen Christian
CPO Distribution LLC, dra. Zimmer Great Lakes
Brian M. Dietz and Debra S. Meier
Linda Dillamore
Dr. and Mrs. Seth and Esti Faber
Steve and Carol Gates
Dra. Kyle Glasgow and Botz King
Amanda Hamilton
Jared and Lisa Hannah
Frank and Lori Horton
Jewish Community Foundation - San Diego
Doreen Kajjimire
Keith Klacvek
Jerry and Sharon Kropow
Susan Deschitz Kropow
Rhein and Vickie Krigner
Bruce Liebowitz
Lisa Mason
Judith Majoros
Erin Melieren
Tim and Anita McCabe
Sharon McMurray-Wirtz and David Wirtz
Drew and Chris McShea
Tawnya Netlines- Robinson
North Congregational Church
D. David Pippel
Julie Reed
RIM Industries
Julie and John Roberts
Laura and Tom Romito
Shaun Sulyshuk
Beverly Siegel
St. Anna Catholic Church
St. Elizabeth Ann Seten Catholic Church
Rebecca Visic
Xypex Club of Farmington and Farmington Hills
Your Cause, LLC
Isabella Yezman
Cathleen S. Zepelin

Andrew Xavier
Paul Zlotoff

Legacy Society Sustainers
Caprice Aerts and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bacilaare
Patricia Attly
Dr. and Mrs. Jack and Susan Baker
Philip R. Bacilaare
Hilarie Chambers
Glen Christian
CPO Distribution LLC, dra. Zimmer Great Lakes
Brian M. Dietz and Debra S. Meier
Linda Dillamore
Dr. and Mrs. Seth and Esti Faber
Steve and Carol Gates
Dra. Kyle Glasgow and Botz King
Amanda Hamilton
Jared and Lisa Hannah
Frank and Lori Horton
Jewish Community Foundation - San Diego
Doreen Kajjimire
Keith Klacvek
Jerry and Sharon Kropow
Susan Deschitz Kropow
Rhein and Vickie Krigner
Bruce Liebowitz
Lisa Mason
Judith Majoros
Erin Melieren
Tim and Anita McCabe
Sharon McMurray-Wirtz and David Wirtz
Drew and Chris McShea
Tawnya Netlines- Robinson
North Congregational Church
D. David Pippel
Julie Reed
RIM Industries
Julie and John Roberts
Laura and Tom Romito
Shaun Sulyshuk
Beverly Siegel
St. Annetia Catholic Church
St. Elizabeth Ann Seten Catholic Church
Rebecca Visic
Xypex Club of Farmington and Farmington Hills
Your Cause, LLC
Isabella Yezman
Cathleen S. Zepelin

Andrew Xavier
Paul Zlotoff
LOCATIONS

ADMINISTRATION
1410 S. Telegraph Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
(248) 456-8150

RESOURCE AND CRISIS CENTER
1200 N. Telegraph Road, Bldg. 32E
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
(248) 451-2600

THE SANCTUARY
751 Hendrie Blvd.
Royal Oak, MI 48067
(248) 547-2260

CRISIS INTERVENTION & RECOVERY TEAM
1063 Professional Drive, Suite D4
Flint, MI 48532
(810) 496-4935

CURRENT BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Kay White, Board Chair
Julia Aronica, Chair-Elect
Lisa Mason, Secretary
Judith Christie, Treasurer
Don Campbell, Immediate Past Chair

Julie Aronica
Tracy Aronoff
Katie Bressette
Amanda Hamilton
Jaime Hope, M.D.
Judith Christie
Lyle Dahlberg
Fred Fechheimer
Adam Joseph
Rhonda Laurencelle, PhD
Cathy McNamara
Greg Moore
Tawana Nettles-Robinson

Chris Ruen
Douglas T. Smith
Colette Stimmell
Noel Villajuan
Kathy Walgren
Kevin B. Williams
David P. Wood, Jr. MD

ADVISORY BOARD

Maggie Allesee
Richard Astrein
Sheriff Michael Bouchard
Jerry Cavellier
Gary Dembs
Joe Donovan
John Erb
Eugene Hartwig
Howard Hertz
Adam Joseph
Rita Margherio
Hon. Fred Mester
John Roberts

Shelley Roberts
Hon. Edward Sosnick
Kay White